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It is a glorious Friday today in Dallas TX, and I have just finished my two classes; the first on Analyzing 
and Securing Social Media, a graduate level class with 60+ students, in the morning, and a small graduate 
seminar class on a project called INSuRE, a collaborative experimental cyber security research course 
with multiple universities and federal and state labs and agencies. Also, the past week I visited various 
physicians for my usual checkups and after seeing what they do and the dedication they have to medicine, 
I said to myself thank goodness I chose Mathematics (and eventually Computer Science) and not 
Medicine for my profession and career. I thought why not write about my experience? More importantly, 
I would like my story to be a motivational one for all those students whose parents are forcing them to do 
Medicine (or any other subject) and they are ambivalent about it. So here is my story. 
 
For those of you who read my first motivational article on “My Story” would have the background 
information about me. For others here is a brief introduction. I am of Sri-Lankan Tamil origin and lived in 
Sri-Lanka for the first 20 years of my life before getting married, moving to England for my graduate 
education and the moving to USA for work in 1980 at 25. I have had a fantastic and high paying career 
well beyond my dreams and do a job I love. Why? I believe it was because I chose Mathematics and not 
Medicine and followed my passion and heart when almost everyone in my world at that time, when I was 
14, said I was committing education and career suicide.  
 
Medicine is the #1 profession in almost all of South Asia. To do Medicine one has to get into the Science 
track in Grade 9 (instead of arts) and then the Bioscience track in Grade 11 (instead of Physical Science), 
and then get great grades in the Grade 12 public exam. I did Science and after passing the public Grade 10 
exam, went into the Bioscience track in Grade 11 as that’s what was expected of me. Also, my school did 
not really have a decent Physical Sciences track and only two out of about 30 girls chose that track. When 
my Mother dropped me at the boarding school in Colombo (the capital of Sri-Lanka) for the new term I 
was quite happy and looking forward to the school work. Even though my passion was in Mathematics 
and Physics, I did well in theoretical aspects of Biology and thought it would be the same in Grade 11. 
Little did I realize the horror that was in store for me.  
 
For the Bioscience track in Grade 11 we had to practicals as well as theory in Botany, Zoology, 
Chemistry and Physics (while in the Physical Science track it would have been Pure Math, Applied Math, 
Physics and Chemistry with practicals only for the latter two subjects). So the first day for Zoology 
practicals we were told to dissect a Toad which was followed by a Rat which was followed by a (small) 
Shark (likely a baby shark) during that term. When I saw the dead toad, I was quite dizzy and felt so 
nauseous. I did not complain to anyone, and starting dissecting. It was a complete disaster as it was 
impossible for me to do the practicals when all I wanted to do was throw up. I took some deep breaths and 
tried my best with the dissection. I hardly ate any food after the class for almost 2 days except drink tea. I 
was hoping that with practice it would get better, but dissecting a rat was even more horrible, although 
shark was not as bad. I was even having nightmares after the rat dissection class. 
 
It was then that I thought, do I really want to do medicine? Imagine how I would feel having to dissect a 
dead human body in the Anatomy class? Equally horrifying was the body parts I have to touch, prod and 
poke when I am examining a live human being during after my second year exams? To me the very 
thought of it was utterly disgusting and nauseating. Here I was so passionate about Mathematics and I am  
doing Biology and disliking every minute of it (due to the practicals) just because my relatives think 
Medicine is #1. So by the end of the term I made a bold decision and told my parents that I want to switch 
to the Physical Sciences. My Mother was very supportive as she wanted to do Math herself and was in her 
first year of college when she had to stop her education and get married. My Father was a little 
disappointed but did not persuade me to change my mind. My sisters were deriding me for choosing a 
subject they thought would give me little benefit but what they though did not bother me. Also part of the 
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reason my sisters may have wanted me to do medicine was because one of my sisters was repeatedly 
failing one subject in her final exam for the MBBS degree (equivalent to MD in the USA), likely because 
she had got into a very bad situation with her professor for having worked at the Ship SS HOPE (i.e. 
Project HOPE) for a month which was docked in Colombo for around a year (this was likely the time 
actress Julia Dreyfus was in Sri-Lanka as HOPE was her step father’s initiative) without getting approval 
from her professor. She completed her medical degree in England many years later, but the experience 
had left her so disillusioned that she did not want to practice medicine. So they must have felt that I had to 
save my family’s reputation.  
 
Since my school did not have a strong Physical Sciences program, I went back to the town (Jaffna) where 
my parents were living and enrolled in a local school with a very good Physical Sciences program as a 
day student. Although I had missed a term’s worth of work. I studied really hard, passed my Grade 12 
public exam the first time, and went to college and did a degree in Math and Physics. The rest is history 
(and you can get more details about my career from my first motivational article and my web page.  
http://www.utdallas.edu/~bhavani.thuraisingham/) 
 

Now, each time I visit my physicians I marvel at their dedication to their profession in spite of all the 

dirty work they have to do - deal with blood, handle smelly patients with horrible wounds oozing with 

pus, awful infections, and examine eyes, ears, throats and worst of all poking their fingers into the body 

parts of the patients which to me is absolutely horrifying. This is why they say medicine is a noble 

profession and one must have passion for such a profession, otherwise one could end up terribly 

depressed and disillusioned. It’s no wonder that my Gastroenterologist  chose to retire at 43 – when she 

performed my colonoscopy around 10 am one morning she said I was her 6
th
 patient for the day and she 

had six more scheduled. I could not imagine how a person could perform one colonoscopy after another 

day in and day out. How could she have lunch after doing and seeing all what she had done that morning? 

While I could never imagine doing her work, I have utmost admiration for her dedication to her work. 

Most important, Physicians and Surgeons save lives and where would we be without them? 
 
Even though I have the utmost admiration for physicians and surgeons, I am so thankful that I decided to 
do Mathematics and not Medicine. Subsequently I did my PhD in Theoretical Computer Science which 
was a smooth transition from Mathematics and eventually started working computer systems and ended 
up in cyber security in 1985. I love every minute of my work – it has such variety from teaching to 
research to supervising students to  writing papers to giving keynote addresses to consulting to startups. I 
cannot imagine stopping work even at 85 (which is 24 years from now and if I am still alive). My advice 
to my students – “Do what you love and love what you do” which I am sure many wise men and women 
have also stated. You can never go wrong if you follow your passion and your heart. Don’t worry about 
money. When I chose Mathematics, my relatives thought I would be unemployed. Now I am earning as 
much as a physician. This is because if you are good at what you do then you can almost always make a 
decent income. And you can be good at what you are doing only if you do what you love and love what 
you do.  
 
So here is my advice to all parents and students. Parents, please don’t push your children to do Medicine 
(or any other field) just because it has extreme prestige and is financially very rewarding. Students, please 
follow your heart and choose a field that you love. As for my sisters, each of them has one of their two 
children qualified as a physician in the US. And, my son chose to do Mathematics Tripos at the 
University of Cambridge in England and then graduate school at Imperial College, London. I had nothing 
to do with it, my husband and I mentioned to him “you have to do what you are passionate about and 
what you are good at”. So it was his decision and like me, he is very happy with his career in investment 
banking. Personally I am thrilled he did Mathematics and while I would have preferred for him to have 
been a professor (for job security), I never pushed him into anything he did not want to do.  
 
It’s now time for me to go home, talk to my husband, watch some TV, go to the gym, do some work, and 
more importantly enjoy my dinner and not feel nauseated as I have thoroughly enjoyed my day doing 
what I love.  
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